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While it has already been demonstrated that the set of twin primes (primes 
that differ by 2) is scarce in that x l/p (ah twin primes) converges whereas C lip 
(all primes) diverges, this paper proves in Theorems 1and 2 the scarcity of twin 
primes (and, in general, of primes p which differ by any even integer as well as 
primes p for which yp + z is prime, y positive, z nonzero, (y, z) = 1) in a novel 
and natural way - by showing that the natural density of such primes compared 
to the set of all primes is 0, that is, lim,,,, (~‘(+0)) = 0, where +I) is the 
number of, say, twin primes between 1 and II for any n, and n(n) is the number of 
all primes between 1 and n. Theorem 3 then establishes that if a set of primes is 
scarce in the sense that the sum of the reciprocals of such primes converges, they 
are also scarce in the natural density sense outlined above. 
A set of prime numbers {pi} is said to have a primitive density D if 
lim,,,(+)/rr(n>) = D. Here, 7r(n) is the number of primes between 1 and n 
and r’(n) is the number of primes E {pi} between 1 and n. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove that certain subsets of the set of 
primes are very scarce compared to the set of primes-having primitive 
density 0. Viggo Brun already proved in 1921 that twin primes are scarce, 
in the Sense that C 1 /picover a~l twin primes) converges, whereas C 1 Ipi (811 primes) 
diverges. See Rademacher [7]. I generalize this comparative scarcity to other 
sets of primes, using the notion of primitive density described above. 
We begin with the following. 
THEOREM 1. For any positive integer y  and nonzero integer z, not both odd, 
such that ( y, z) = 1, the set of primes p for which yp + z is prime has primitive 
density 0. 
Prooj Let K be an arbitrary integer, K > 2. Also for fixed integers y, z 
with (y, z) = 1, denote by plpz ,..., pK the first K odd primes that exceed 
max(y, 4. 
In the proof of Theorem 1, we shall need the following five lemmas: 
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LEMMA 1. For any prime p E {p& let (rl , r2 ,. .., rpel} be a reduced 
residue system mod p. There is one and only one integer r E {rI ,..., rDwI} such 
that yr + z = mod p. 
Proof. We have clearly 
(P, Y> = (P, 4 = 1 (1) 
since p > max( y, z), by definition of p. Let (tl ,..., &)} be a set of positive 
integers that form a reduced residue system mod y. Then {ptI , ptz ,..., pt& 
forms a reduced residue system mod y (see [S, pp. 22-231). Hence 
pti E z mod y for some ti E {tl ,..., t,(,)} 
since (y, z) = 1, so that pti --z/y is an integer (see [5, pp. 22-231). We have 
clearly 
(Pfi - 4/Y > 0, 
since p > 2 and y > 0. By the Euclidean algorithm 
(pt< - z)/y = s mod p, 
for some positive integer s < p. Consequently, 
ys+z-Omodp. 
Since by hypothesis (rI ,..., rseI} is a reduced system mod p, there is an 
integer r in this set such that r = s mod p, so that 
yr+z=Omodp. c-4 
No other element r’ E {rl ,..., r,-S satisfies yr’ + z = 0 mod p. since from 
(2) we would then have y(r - r’) = 0 mod p. Since (p, y) = 1, this would 
imply that 
r=r’modp, 
contradicting the fact that {rl ,..., rQeI} is a reduced residue system mod p. 
LEMMA 2. For any positive integer n, let e(n) be the number of positive 
integers j < n such that (j, n) = 1 and ( yj + z, n) = 1. Let m be any positive 
integer such that (m, n) = 1. Then O(nm) = O(n) . O(m). 
Proof. The result follows in the same fashion as that for Euler’s QI- 
function. (See Niven and Zuckerman, [5, Theorem 2.15, p. 341.) 
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LEMMA 3. If n > 1 then 
0(n) = n lJ (1 - 2/p). 
Pin 
Proof. For n > 1 we write n = p: * p? * . . . . p: in canon&J form. 
Since (p:, pi:: * . . . ‘~2) = 1 for i = 1, 2,..., u - 1, from Lemma 2 we have 
e(n) = fi e(p%*). 
i=l 
(3) 
In order to compute B(p”), p prime, we recall that O(pe) is the number of 
integers such that 1 < x < pe, (x, p”) = 1, and (ux + z, pe) = 1. 
There are pe integers between 1 and p”, and we must count all of them 
except P, 2~) 3~ ,..., pe-l ‘p and those integers x satisfying (x, pe) = 1 and 
(yx + z, p”) > 1. Since the sets of integers in the intervals (1, p), (p, 2p), 
(2p, 3p),..., ((p”-’ - I)p, p”) each form reduced residue systems mod p, 
from Lemma 1 it follows that there is one and only one integer x in each of 
these intervals. Consequently, 
etpq = pe - 2p+1 = pe(i - 21~) 
and hence 
ecn) = fi p;*(l - 2/pi) = n fi (1 - 2/pJ 
i=l i=l 
Thus 
6 l?P* = fiPifi’f;l;;) = ficpi 
( ) i=l 61 a=1 i 
= n I-I (1 - 2/p). (4) 
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- 21, k > 2. 
LEMMA 4. lim,,, n& (1 - l/(p, - 1) = 0. 
Proof. This result follows from Merten’s theorem, which states that 
lim,,, nrzl(l - l/pi) = 0. (See Hardy and Wright [3, Theorem 4291.) 
LEMMA 5. Let rr(a, b, n) be the number of primes p = a mod b between 0 
and n with (a, b) = 1. Then 
lirn +, b, 4 1 “+=I 44 =a- 
Proof. See LeVeque [4, p. 2521. 
The proof of Theorem 1 can now be completed as follows: 
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For any fixed positive integer K let c@, n) be the number of primes p between 
0 and n such that 
(PdjPj =(,.z*fiPI, = 1, 
and let T be the set of positive integers at < nE,pi such that 
From Lemma 2 and (4) it follows that the number of elements in T is 
fJ (Pi - 2). 
Now, using notation of Lemma 5 we have 
Hence 
since, by Lemma 5, 
= fj (Pi 12) 
i=l Pi 1 ’ 
lim rr(u, ) nil Pi , ‘> = 1 
II+* 44 &-I~,, Pi) = 
l/fi (Pi - 1) 
i=l 
and the number of elements in T is I$?, (pi - 2). 
Thus, for any fixed positive integer K we have 
(5) 
Now let r(K, n) be the number ofzrimes between 1 an: IZ for which yp + z 
is a prime and for which (p, nia, pf) = (yp + z, nicl pi) = 1. Also let 
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A(K, n) be the number of primes p between 1 and n for which yp + z is 
prime and for which either 
P fipi or I i=l 
(YP+z)JsfiPi- 
Finally, let r’(n) be the number of primes between 1 and n for which 
yp + z is prime. We have clearly 
.J+n) = y(K 4 + w, n). 
From the definitions of r(K, n) and ol(K, n) it follows immediately that 
YK 4 ,< a, 4. 
By the definition of h(K, n), we also have the inequality 
X(K, n) < 2K. 
Consequently, 
and it follows from (5) that 
+4 liy+gup - 4K 4 
44 
< lim - = 
n-m r(n) It (1 - 5). t=1 
(6) 
This proves that lim,,+~(a’(n)/+)) = 0 since in formula (6), K can be 
chosen arbitrarily large and 
fj (1 - *) +O as (K-t co) 
i=l 
by Lemma 4. 
COROLLARY. The set of primes p for which 2p f 1 is prime has primitive 
density 0. Here y = 2 and z = 1 in the above theorem. 
It remains to be proved whether or not there exist infinitely many primes 
of the form 2p + 1; see Shanks [9]. 
THEOREM 2. For any even positive integer z, the set of primes p that dijger 
by z has primitive density 0. 
Proof. From Theorem 1, with y = 1, the set of primes p such that p + z 
is prime has primitive density 0. That is, lim,,, (x’(n)/r(n)) = 0, where 
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n’(n) represents the number of primes p between 1 and n such that p + z 
is prime. Similarly the set of primes p such that p - z is prime has primitive 
density 0. That is, lim,,, (~“(n)f r(n)) = 0, where n”(n) represents those 
primes p such that p - z is prime. 
Since d(n) ,< w’(n) + G(n), where d(n) is the number of primes differing 
by z between 1 and n, it follows that lim,,, (d(n)/7~(n)) = 0. 
In particular, the set of twin primes has primitive density 0. 
Note 1. Theorems 1 and 2 also follow directly from sieve methods, 
although such methods are more intricate than those presented above. That 
is, if us(x) is the number of elements of the set of integers Snot in excess of x, 
then, for the set S of primes studied in Theorem 1, sieve methods establish 
that Q(X) < ,4(x/logs x), whence the result immediately follows, since from 
the Prime Number Theorem. 
lim ~tx) log’ = 1 
3 n-m x 
so that 
v&4 3 -----<---- 
+) log x 
-+O 
as x + co. The same holds for the set studied in Theorem 2. 
For more on the theory of sieve methods, see Prachar [6], Halberstam 
and Richert 121, and Selberg [8]. 
DEFINITION. Let M be a set of integers (not necessarily a subset of the 
primes). If 





log x -=(y 
X M 
exists, we say that M has primitive density CM . As M is not assumed to be 
a subset of the primes, cM may also be larger than 1. 
THEOREM 3. IfLGM (l/m) < co, then cM = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that c,,,, > 0. Then from (*) it follows that 
v&x) >, ~-..K.-- 
2 logx 
for x 2 L. 
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Let N > L > 1. Then, by partial integration 
or 
&JoglogN < y+ c ;+;e,loglogL, 
mohf 
which is impossible for N sufficiently large. Hence cM = 0. 
COROLLARY. Let {pf”)) represent any infinite set of primes such that 
C l/p(“) converges. Then {p(“)} has primitive density 0. 
Note 2. It is known that 2 l/p(“) converges, where {p(“)) represents the 
set of twin primes. See Rademacher [7, Chap. 15]. Thus from Theorem 3 
above, the result of Theorem 2 that, in particular, the set of twin primes has 
primitive density 0, follows. 
Comment. The converse of Theorem 3 is false. It is not true in general 
that if an infinite set of primes {pck)} has primitive density 0, then C I/P(~) 
converges. The following is a counterexample: 
If pk is the kth prime (i.e., p1 = 2, p2 = 3, etc.), then set p(“) =pk for 
k = 1 to 6, while for k > 7 (i.e., for pk = 17) choose as ptk) the smallest prime 
not less than pk log log pk . So, e.g., p, = 17,17 log log 17 = 17.709 **+ and 
p(‘) = 19; for k = 8, pS = 19, 19 log log 19 = 20.05 **a and p(*) = 23, etc. 
One easily verifies that the “primitive density” is limk,, (l/log logp,) = 0, 
while C l/pck) - &>, (l/k log k log log k) and diverges. 
For any infinite set of primes {qi}, 
is called the Dirichlet density of the set of primes (qij. Here (p6} in the deno- 
minator represents the set of all primes p. 
It is known that if limn+, (w’(n)/rr(n)) exists, where &(n) is the number of 
primes in {qi} between 1 and n, then the Dirichlet density also exists [l]). 
Our last result can be stated as follows. 
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THEOREM 4. If y is a positive and .z a nonzero integer, not both odd and 
( y, z) = 1, the set ofprimes qfor which yq + z is prime has Dirichlet density 0. 
The proof follows in similar fashion to that of the main Theorem 1 above. 
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